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Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 254 x 203 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Though fashion and technology have long intersected, recent
revelopments in computation have enabled the adoption of new methods, tools, and approaches
to design. From materials to new manufacturing processes of the industrial age, advancements in
technology have driven forward our understanding of the aesthetics, style, and functionality of
garments and accessories. Fashion and Technology provides a conceptual framework for how new
technologies are used in fashion design and shows how they can be implemented into the design
process. This practical guide includes highly visual tutorials that introduce students and
practitioners to designing with electronics-such as LEDs, sensors, electroluminescent materials,
conductive and reactive materials-and digital fabrication technologies such as 3D printing and
laser cutting. Projects make these innovative materials accessible to designers and will inspire
creative collaborations within studio practice.Features - Highly visual tutorials follow a consistent
format for presenting each technique including descriptions, materials and supplies, workspace,
safety considerations or hazards, numbered steps and finished examples- Designer Interviews and
Case Studies showcase innovative fashion collections and forward-thinking collaborations- A
unique chapter on designing with source code introduces programmatic concepts and...
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful to all category of individuals. I have got go through and that i am confident that i will likely to read through once again again later on.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nikita Herzog-- Nikita Herzog

It in a of the best ebook. It is one of the most incredible pdf i actually have go through. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a composed book.
-- Elisha McCullough-- Elisha McCullough
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